Eurogang Prevention and Intervention Inventory

City Name: __________________
Jurisdiction (neighborhood, locale, etc.): __________________
Country: __________________
Name of Intervention: __________________
Name and contact information of Program Administrator: __________________
Name and contact information of Researcher: __________________

Include a full description of research that provided a foundation for the intervention including research reports, publications, etc.:

Is there a manual to describe the implementation of the intervention?
___Yes (If Yes, provide the manual.)
___No

Was this intervention modeled after another intervention?
___Yes
___No

IF YES, what was the intervention? (and include a full citation)

Why was it chosen?

What is the cost of the overall intervention? _________
How many individuals were served by this intervention? _______
When did the intervention start? _________
When did the intervention end? _________
What were the significant milestones in the life of this intervention?

Specific Target of Intervention (check all that apply):
___Gangs
___Troublesome Youth Groups
___Offenders
___Delinquents
___Probationers
___Parolees
___Groups

Specific individuals to whom services were delivered?
___individual youths
What level of prevention does this intervention use?:

___Primary
___Secondary
___Tertiary

Is this a gang intervention?
___Yes
___No (If No, what is the target of the overall intervention?)

Where on the following scale does this intervention lie? (Circle the most appropriate number)

1---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7---------

gang specific general delinquency

If this is a gang intervention, which of the following groups does it target?
___Gang members
___Youth likely to join gangs
___Ex-gang members
___Areas that produce gang members
___Delinquents
___Adult Offenders
___Other (describe) ___________________________________

Nature of Intervention¹:

___Suppression
___Social Opportunities Provision
___Crisis Intervention
___Organizational Change
___Community Mobilization

Percent of Intervention devoted to each intervention.

___%Suppression
___%Social Opportunities Provision
___%Crisis Intervention

%Organizational Change
%Community Mobilization

If Suppression is involved, which Criminal Justice Agencies are Involved:
- Police
- Courts
- Probation
- Parole
- Jail
- Prison

Lead Criminal Justice Agency _____________________

Social Welfare Agencies Involved
- Youth Serving Agency
- Family Serving Agency
- Immigrant Group Serving Agency
- Church group (specify)_________________
- Other (specify)___________________

Non-Suppression Aspects of the Intervention
- Social Opportunities Provision
- Crisis Intervention
- Organizational Change
- Community Mobilization

Is there a focus on immigrants or Immigration?
- Yes
- No

Has an evaluation been conducted?
- Yes
- No
- Process Evaluation
- Outcome Evaluation

Results of Outcome Evaluation
- Positive
- Negative

Results of Process Evaluation
- Implemented as Designed
- Not Implemented as Designed.